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Today’s 
Objective

Today we are going to walk you 

through the Johnson & Johnson 

OneMD Insight Factory initiative. 

Our goal is to show you a new 

and innovative way to drive 

Qlik® adoption using “change 

agility”.
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What is
?
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Insight Factory by the Numbers
What was the ultimate impact of Insight Factory?

21100% 2
adoption apps person change 

team
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OneMD began to build a comprehensive, self-serve analytics platform with Qlik . The question was: how do we get people to use it?

Where We Started

• Qlik Sense deployed March 2017

• Initial build of 3 apps

• 30+ Data & Analytics (“D&A”) analysts coming from three 

business areas, different skillsets, and multiple analytics platforms

• Data warehouse still under construction

• No formal change management

• 50% adoption after the first 12 months
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To better match Data & Analytics’ agile delivery of Qlik Sense , Slalom brought its proprietary approach to change management 

called “change agility”.

Change Management v. Change Agility

Change Management Change Agility

Process first

Plan driven

Big bang change

Final deliverables

Owned by ‘Change Team’

Separate change initiative

People first

Feedback driven

Demos / pilots

Iterations

Inclusive co-creation

Part of agile development

Slalom’s iterative, feedback-driven approach 

to change management

A systematic approach to guiding an 

organization through a business transformation
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We empower OneMD with a unified self-serve

platform for data, analytics, and reporting. 

This platform will provide competitive 

advantage by enabling faster, better decision 

making across and within our operating 

companies. We are moving towards 

comprehensive data sources, improved 

visualization of opportunities, and proactive 

customer-centric decision making.
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After establishing Insight Factory and getting to know Data & Analytics, Insight Factory built a comprehensive change programto

support the entire analyst community. 

“Surround Sound” Change Support

Transparent Communications

• Vision and brand

• Initiative SharePoint site

• Monthly newsletter

• Release notes

• Ad hoc email blasts

Engagement using            

Co-creation and Feedback

• Feedback intake process

• Feedback Form

• Engagement Community and 

Change Agent Network

Learning and Innovation

• Formal and just-in-time training

• Insight Factory Halloween Hackathon

OneMD Data & Analytics

30+ analysts

Three business areas

Multiple analytics platforms
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Instead of just pushing information, Insight Factory’s agile communications were focused on understanding the audience, providing 

honest messaging, and building rapport with analysts.

Transparent Communications

• Know your audience – Use interviews and focus groups to 

understand your audience and how to reach them

• Build a brand – Establish a recognizable and bespoke brand to 

identify the initiative

• Be honest – Build a relationship with users based on transparency 

and openness

Vision and Branding

Insight Factory SharePoint

Monthly Newsletter

Guiding Principles…
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Guiding Principles…

Insight Factory continuously polled analysts for feedback in an effort to provide tailored support that truly addressed what they 

wanted and needed.

Engagement Using Co-Creation and Feedback

Intake Process

Feedback Form

• Listen to your audience – An integral driver of success in change management 

is validating users and providing them a platform to be heard

• Address feedback – Be flexible and adaptable to user thoughts and concerns

• Co-own change – Work together with users and incorporate their      

suggestions / opinions when building resources

Community Forums
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Insight Factory strived to train analysts beyond just adoption – pushing analysts to use their new Qlik skills to think outside the box.

Learning and Innovation

“Path to Power User” Training Profiles

Halloween 

Hackathon

• Think about the journey – Understand the user learning experience and build a 

training program that will upskill all levels of Qlik® user

• Keep it agile – In addition to formal training, look for opportunities to provide quick, 

just-in-time training that addresses an immediate need

• Drive innovation – Consider exciting new challenges such as a hackathon. Insight 

Factory’s Halloween Hackathon promoted creative analysis, encouraged 

collaboration, and demonstrated progress to leadership

Guiding Principles…

“Back to School” Training Month
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The winning team, Qlik or Treat, 

developed an early warning 

system that detected sales 

momentum changes by account 

and geography using the 

“moving average crossover” 

method

Deep Dive: Insight Factory 
Halloween Hackathon

To celebrate a key milestone 

in Data & Analytics’ analytical 

journey, Insight Factory held 

its first Halloween 

Hackathon

Over the course of a month, 

three teams of analysts 

worked together across 

business areas to analyze a 

OneMD business challenge
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What They Said…

“The Halloween Hackathon gave me 

ideas on how to approach some 

analyses…there are a lot of meaningful 

analyses that can be done in Qlik and 

insights from other OpCos can apply to 

your own OpCo.”

“We normally don’t get to work with other 

franchises, so I really enjoyed being able to 

collaborate on the Qlik Hackathon…we 

innovated on each other’s ideas and capitalized 

each other’s strengths... I learned a lot from 

my team members and hope we get more 

opportunities to collaborate with other franchises 

in the future.”

“The Hackathon was a great experience and 

presented me with an opportunity to meet and 

work with analysts from other businesses…It 

was interesting to see some of the common 

threads that weave through all our work, and 

inspiring to see the work of so many bright and 

talented people.”

“Working on the Hackathon 

gave me some perspective on 

how to present data in Qlik.” 
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Within one year, Insight Factory support became an integral part of how Data & Analytics interacted with Qlik® – ultimately increasing 

awareness, engagement, and adoption.

Where We Are Now

• Established Insight Factory as a one-stop-shop for 

Qlik resources and training

• Created 21 end user applications (and growing!)

• Built a robust data warehouse that continues to 

grow in 2019

• 100% adoption + plans to include new business 

areas in the near future

So what’s next?
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Insight Factory 
Center of Excellence

100% adoption, so what’s next?

After achieving the initial goal of adoption, 

Insight Factory has pivoted its focus to 

sustainability – harnessing the momentum of 

Insight Factory to further OneMD Data & 

Analytics’ objectives. 

Our new goal is to build Insight Factory as a 

Center of Excellence to lead in analytics, 

clarify governance, and continue to provide 

support for the future of OneMD.

Driver of 

Adoption

Center of 

Excellence
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• Integrate with development: make change management part of the 

agile delivery process

• Know your audience: different things work for different people

• Establish a partnership: work together with your end users

• Be iterative: focus on progress, not perfection

• Have fun with it: challenge the perception of change management

• Listen: validate your users and address their feedback

How can you incorporate change agility 

into your Qlik® adoption initiatives?
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Live Polling

• Which of the following Change Agility principles was the most compelling to 
you?

- Make change management part of the agile process

- Be feedback driven rather than plan driven

- Co-own change work with users

- Iterate and update deliverables as needed

• Which Change Management technique do you think would drive Qlik adoption 
the most?

- Recognizable project brand

- Project SharePoint or website

- Request / feedback intake form

- Multi-faceted communications

- Just-in-time training

Qonnections Qlik Events Mobile 

https://live.eventbase.com/polls?event=qlikqonnections2019&session=1558192227
https://live.eventbase.com/polls?event=qlikqonnections2019&polls=5314
https://live.eventbase.com/polls?event=qlikqonnections2019&polls=5315
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Live Polling

• Would you use a hackathon in your Qlik adoption initiatives?

- Yes - sounds like a fun way to engage users

- No - not sure this is for me

Qonnections Qlik Events Mobile 

https://live.eventbase.com/polls?event=qlikqonnections2019&session=1558192227
https://live.eventbase.com/polls?event=qlikqonnections2019&polls=5316
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Questions?

Sunny Longordo

slongord@its.jnj.com

Euna Park

euna.park@slalom.com

mailto:slongord@its.jnj.com
mailto:euna.park@slalom.com


Thank You

Stay in the know on Qlik product 
innovations. Register for our quarterly 
webinar series.

qlik.com/QlikInsider

Want to learn more? Check out these resources: 

Connect with Qlik enthusiasts around the 
world. Learn, share and explore. 
Register today.

community.qlik.com
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Breakout Session 
Survey

We strive to improve the event each 

year and are interested in hearing 

your feedback on this session.  

To access the session survey please 

log into the mobile app and click this 

session on your personal agenda. 

Click the Survey button in the top 

menu to complete the survey.

We thank you in advance!



Thank You


